Build a modern data estate that is ready for cloud scale analytics with a step-by-step flowchart from Microsoft Azure.

**Architecture overview**
Use Discovery Hub to define a data estate using a graphical user interface, with definitions stored in a metadata repository. Code for building the data estate is generated automatically while remaining fully customizable. The resulting modern data warehouse is ready to support cloud scale analytics and AI.

1. Combine all your structured and semi-structured data in Azure Data Lake Storage using Discovery Hub's data engineering pipeline with hundreds of native data connectors.
2. Clean and transform data using the powerful analytics and computational ability of Azure Databricks.
3. Move cleansed and transformed data to Azure SQL Data Warehouse, creating one hub for all your data. Take advantage of native connectors between Azure Databricks (Polybase) and Azure SQL Data Warehouse to access and move data at scale.
4. Build operational reports and analytical dashboards on top of SQL Database to derive insights from the data and use Azure Analysis Services to serve the data.
5. Run ad-hoc queries directly on data within Azure Databricks.

**Azure products used in this solution**
- Ado.Net
- Azure Data Bricks
- Azure Data Lake
- Azure SQL Data Warehouse
- Azure Analysis Services
- Power BI
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